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What does effective, purposeful feedback 
look like to you?

When has written feedback had a clear impact on 

learning progress?

When has verbal feedback from an adult had a clear 

impact on learning progress?

When have you seen children giving feedback to 

each other to good effect?

REFLECT and then share in groups what happened, and 

what the impact was. Be as precise as you can.



The Big Picture

We have been engaged in effective written and oral 

feedback to and with children all of our teaching 

careers. It is at the heart of the learning relationship.

Since 2012 we have strengthened its impact, linking it 

to learning objectives, success criteria and children’s 

specific learning targets. 

2013 saw a big rise in its impact, leading to the success 

of the 2014 OFSTED outcome for T&L.

Since 2013 it has been used (as the “Feedback 

ladder”) in evaluating teaching quality, but we have 

not revisited its theory or application since 2014.



Describing the outcomes

Today we want to explore what works in feedback, from:

 Our own practice and that of other teachers/schools

 What research demonstrates

This will lead to a new approach: smarter, more efficient and 

effective, with CHILDREN doing more of the work.

 By the end of this session we will have an expectation of 

better outcomes from our feedback as teachers:

 A renewed policy for feedback, focused much more on in-

lesson learning improvement

 Shorter times between giving and responding to feedback, 

and thus a greater likelihood of learning taking place from it.



Linking learning: What we know already at 

Christ the Sower…

Marking is done well and is generally comprehensive.

ALWAYS positive, constructive and often specific.

ALWAYS to a good purpose. NO evidence for it being 

done for any other audience but the learner.

Close the Gap Marking and children’s responses were 

recorded in every year-group

Marking is done best where learning intentions are 

clear and unambiguous.



Linking learning: What we know already….

We use the school marking codes well, 

Marking is up to date.

More attention to the marking/correcting of spelling 

 Teacher handwriting in the “teacher-learner 

conversation” is clear and a model for children to 

copy.

Self-/peer-assessment found in most year-groups.

 It obviously is done conscientiously and takes a lot of 

time.



To inform our input: What further opportunities 

might exist in giving written feedback?

Children do not always take opportunity to respond to 

your marking. Reasons?

 If English is strong suit in marking practice, could you 

explore opportunities in maths? And vice versa?

Harmonising written feedback across a year-group?

 Improving the balance towards really effective self-

and peer-assessment?

 Less marking and to a better purpose?



Activity together: context for the day

You will need:

 Two English and two maths books from your class

 A year group partner or two (or three!)

 Any TAs who work with your children or regularly in your year group

 Questions for your specific year group from the marking audit.

Activity A: examine each other’s books in turn, questioning, sharing 

strengths and responding to questions posed for your year group (15-20 

min). What will you take from/contribute to each other’s practice?

Activity B: trio-partners so each person has an opportunity to discover what 

another teacher does in a different year group. TAs will take a book from 

their year group with them to contribute to the discussion.

The aim is to share good practice and challenge each other with what 

they find works in advancing learning through written feedback.



INPUT 1

What is feedback, and when/how does it 

best impact learning?



INPUT 1: What is feedback, and when/how does 

it best impact learning?

 Feedback is the purposeful, interactive learning 

conversation centred on a pupil’s knowledge, 

understanding or work/task.

 It is in the top 10 learning actions that impact pupil 

learning progress and which inform teachers most 

thoroughly about what a child knows, can do, or 

understands (Hattie, Marzano, Sutton Trust)



Feedback is a key component of assessment for 

learning

clarifying and understanding learning 
intentions and criteria for success

engineering effective classroom 
discussions, questions and tasks that 
elicit evidence of learning

providing feedback that moves 
learners forward

activating students as instructional 
resources for each other

activating students as owners of their 
own learning

The “big idea” that 

ties these together is 

that we use 

evidence of student 
learning to adapt 

teaching and 

learning, or 

instruction, to meet 

student needs. 

Dylan Wiliam



A different perspective

‘the purpose of feedback is to improve 
conceptual understanding or increase strategic 
options while developing stamina, resilience and 
motivation – expanding the vision of what is 
possible and how to get there. Perhaps we 
should call it feedforward rather than 
feedback.’

Peter Johnston: Opening Minds p.48



Feedback 

in class 

looks like….

Strands covered:
 Ownership of learning intentions/success 

criteria

 Pupil-teacher-pupil oral feedback during 

lessons

 Mind-set development

 Peer feedback opportunities

 Level to which teaching and feedback 

are rooted in data

 Clarity of targets and next steps for the 

learner



Feedback in class looks like….

From…

• The teacher is 
growing a 
positive 
environment for 
feedback and 
progress. The 
language of a 
growth mind-set 
classroom is 
beginning to be 
used by the 
teacher and 
other adults. 

To…

• The teacher is 
establishing a 
growth mind-
set culture 
within the 
learning 
environment, 
and some 
children are 
responding to 
this. 

To…

• The teacher and 
most children 
demonstrate 
growth mind-
sets about 
learning and 
progress. 



Feedback in class looks like….

From…

• Opportunities 
for peer and 
self assessment 
are beginning 
to be used to 
involve children 
in their own 
understanding 
of progress and 
success.

To…

• Peer and self 
assessment is 
developing and 
although children 
are not fully 
practised in the 
skills the teacher is 
training them to 
improve.

To…

• Children clearly 
understand success 
criteria, generating 
these together and 
then using them 
effectively to assess 
their own learning 
and that of their 
peers. 

• Data and peer 
feedback plays an 
increasingly 
important role in the 
learning process. 



This all demonstrates that:

Feedback is based on the gap between where pupils are, 

and where we would like them to be, or where they “should 

be” or “could be”. It needs to:

capture interest

help focus on what is needed for success

direct towards a learning process

provide ideas and suggestions for further exploration

provide info/teaching about areas that have been 

misunderstood

motivate the child to invest more time, effort or skill



How do we think about feedback?

As something we GIVE?

Or as something that children perceive?

Teacher

PupilPupil
Giving is 

not 

receiving…



Mistakes or errors?

What is the difference? 

Can we help children 
identify when they 
have made one or the 
other?

What strategies do we 
feedback to children to 
help them with 
mistakes?

Are these the same as 
we would use as errors?

When looking at or 

marking work, the teacher 

has three options:

 Does this material 

need to be 

RELEARNED or 

RETAUGHT?

 Does this child need 

MORE (focused) 
PRACTICE?

 Does this child need 

to go DEEPER/ move 

FORWARD in their 

learning?



Mistakes or errors?

Mistakes

Carelessness or 
lack of 

application

?

Errors

Lack of understanding 
or something learnt 

wrongly

?



Shute (2008): strategies to maximise the 

power of feedback

 focus feedback on the task not the learner,

 provide elaborated (with specific detail) feedback,

 present elaborated feedback in manageable units,

 be specific and clear with feedback messages,

 keep feedback as simple as possible but no simpler,

 reduce uncertainty between performance and goals,

 give unbiased, objective feedback, written or via 
computer,

 promote a learning goal orientation via feedback,

 provide feedback after learners have attempted a solution.



Ron Berger on feedback

Be kind: All comments should focus entirely on the work. No personal 

comments at all. No sarcasm or put downs. Comments can be 

challenging but the creator of the work should feel that feedback is work 

orientated and happy to receive it. Hard on content, soft on people. 

Be specific: Refined and precise dialogue with detailed explanations on 

positives and steps to improve. Comments should explain exactly what 

needs to be worked on (like a set of instructions) which the writer can 

simply take away and use.

Be helpful: If the comments don't benefit the work, the learning, the 

learners or the class, don't share it. Everything you provide feedback on 

is there to help make the work better.



Activity together: summary & questions

What have you found interesting, challenging and 

stimulating so far?

Summarise all your learning that you want to keep 

on a “visual learning tool” (aka a sheet of sugar 

paper!). Work in groups of three. You will come 

back to this sheet of paper later so don’t fill it up 

yet! Use whatever way (mind maps, lists, etc) you 

like to record your key learning.



INPUT 2

A Model we can explore for feedback



John Hattie’s Feedback Model

Feed up – feed back – feed forward

Feed up: Where am I going? What is going to happen 

now and what success can I expect as a result?

 Vital that we DESCRIBE THE OUTCOMES – not just by the end of 

this lesson or unit, but describing what success will look like in this 

lesson. “If I succeed at this, what will I have learnt? What will the 

product/essay/artwork look like?”

Feed back: How am I getting on? Am I on track to 

succeed? What’s gone well? What errors or mistakes 

have I made and how do I correct them?

Feed forward: Where am I going next? If I have learnt 

this, what else can I do? 



John Hattie’s Feedback Model

Feed up – feed back – feed forward

The feedback can be about 4 things:

 The task (Is my work correct? That would help!)

 The process (Am I using the tools correctly? Am I 

lessening my success chances by poor choice of 

algorithms, writing tools, etc?)

Self-regulation (Can I really get into this task with 

confidence? Is my attitude and learning direction 

well-set for the job in hand?)

Self (Am I wonderful yet? Do I feel wonderful? Have I 

been praised enough so that others think I am 

wonderful?)



John Hattie’s Feedback Model



This all works IF feedback is:

 Just in time

 Just for me

 Just for where I am in my learning process

 Just what I need to help me move forward



Activity together: what fits already?

The model we have shown you will trigger previous 

understanding as well as providing details of a new 

framework.

The paper from which this model is derived is provided in 

your pack. Read pp 3-7 of John Hattie’s paper, discuss it in 

your triads and note what struck you about it on your 

“visual learning tool.”



INPUT 3

Success and success criteria



Success and success criteria

Need to avoid confusion in terminology here, between 

success criteria that:

 indicate when you have completed a piece of work, 

and enable you to judge it complete

 helps along the way.

Many in this room will immediately understand success 

criteria in one of these two ways, possibly to the exclusion 

of the other.



Success and success criteria: PRODUCT 

and PROCESS

START: What success looks like

PRODUCT: clear goals/LI – these SC you can use 
for marking, measure success

PROCESS: steps on the way – these SC describe 
things you might need,  pre-requisites in maths, 

learning skills etc.



Success and success criteria: PRODUCT 

and PROCESS

Product Success 

Criteria
• Statements of what 

a child will be able

to do if they meet 

the Learning 

Objective.

• Best done LINKED to 

an EXAMPLE

Process Success

Criteria
• Steps which could 

help the child meet 

the LI – “steps to 

success”

• Learning skills/ 

characteristics of 

learning are key



Success and success criteria: PRODUCT 

and PROCESS

Product Success 

Criteria

Process Success

Criteria

Which of these would be the most useful to help 

you separate out MISTAKES from ERRORS?

And which are more useful in Maths? In English?



Success and success criteria: PRODUCT 

and PROCESS

In MATHS, outcome-based PRODUCT SC are not helpful.

“To be able to partition 3-digit numbers” only has one 

product success criterion: I can, or I can’t!

• It’s only any use if you can do it!

• It can’t help the teacher or student identify barriers 

OR next steps.

• The child gets nothing from it during the process.



Success and success criteria: PRODUCT 

and PROCESS

In MATHS, PROCESS SC are really helpful.

They tell you/the child what pre-requisite skills they will 

use, e.g. which tables needed when adding fractions.

• Explain how the learning intention will be achieved.

• Children actively involved in the process of learning.

• Act as an aide-memoire of necessary ingredients 

and pre-requisites.

• However, to be useful, they must be very specific.



Success and success criteria: high 

quality SC are

• closely linked to the LI and interpret it for the student

• specific to/will vary with each activity, even if activities share same LI.

• agreed with pupils in advance. This class discussion aspect is vital. 

1. positive classroom environment. 

2. pupils involved in the learning and upcoming activity before it’s 

begun.

3. pupil self-esteem by offering them opportunities to contribute.

4. tool to strengthen the pupil-teacher relationship.

5. encourage responsibility/independence by scaffolding peer- and 

self-assessment.

• revisited/used to provide pupils with feedback on their learning (from 

pupil or teacher)



Activity together: generating high-

quality success criteria

Working with 

your year group 

partners, using 

this week’s 

planning, take 

two LI for each 

of ENGLISH and 

MATHS, and 

write strong 

success criteria 

for each LI.

Also consider the strategies you might use to 

generate, agree and revisit the SC communally 

within the lesson. (Shirley Clarke - Active learning 

through Formative Assessment)

 Prove it!

 Doing it wrong

 Examine a finished product/worked example

 Comparison of two products

 Sloppy success criteria - let’s tighten them 

together.

 Teacher demonstration, leading to 

exemplification of SC



INPUT 4

So what?



INPUT 4: So…what happens when this 

theory encounters actual children?

 What is do-able and could be effective, 

and what is beyond our reach at 

present?

 What is going significantly to add to our 

practice in ways that will lessen the time 

slog of marking but also deepen the 

feedback interaction with children?



INPUT 4: So…what happens when this 

theory encounters actual children?

In “An Ethic of Excellence” Ron Berger says:

“Most discussions of assessment start in the wrong place. The 

most important assessment that goes on in a school isn’t done 

to students but goes on inside students. Every student walks 

around with a picture of what is acceptable, what is good 

enough. Each time he works on something he looks at it and 

assesses it. Is this good enough? Do I feel comfortable handing 

this in? Does it meet my standards? Changing assessment at 

this level should be the most important assessment goal of 

every school. How do we get inside students’ heads and turn 

up the knob that regulates quality and effort?”



Four ways we could explore together

• Marking for mistakes/transcriptional 
issues

• Accountability for previous learning

• Close-the-gap marking with reminder/ 
example, process, scaffold or challenge 
prompts

1. What is written 
in books and 
responded to 

between lessons

• Use of dialogic talk strategies 

• Use of “noticing” and causal-process 
statements

• Including a wider circle of talk with 
children to enable self-/peer-assessment

2. What (and how) 
is said to children 

when they are 
engaging you in 

talk?



Four ways we could explore together

• Use of “key word” marking

• Response of children to verbal 
feedback – how recorded 
effectively and what evidence is 
there of completion?

3. What prompts 
are given to 

children by the 
teacher during 

their independent 
or group work?

• Teaching children to “notice” and to refer 
to external set of criteria for excellence

• Use of post-it notes to “firm-up” each 
other’s work

• “Austin’s Butterfly” approach

4. Using gallery 

critique to enable 

children to comment 

both constructively 

and reflectively on 

each other’s work



Four ways we could explore together

Of the four examples, one of them – the first – requires 

 a written response to the work 

 a (usually) written response from the child

 personal and tailored to the child

 a “non-renewable” use of time.

 The other three are done “in the moment.” This 

“substantially increases impact and often results in 

immediate change: it is also easier to see from body 

language whether a wrong answer or process is an 

ERROR resulting from misunderstanding, or MISTAKE 

deriving from CARELESSNESS.” (Leahy & Wiliam 2009)



Four ways we could explore together

1. What is written in books and responded to between lessons



Four ways we could explore together

1. What is written in books and responded to between lessons



Four ways we could explore together

1. What is written in books and responded to between lessons

 The reminder prompt – reiteration of 

aspect of the Success Criteria.

 The scaffolded prompt – teacher finds a 

way of focusing child on particular skill/ 

aspect of SC (question/directive/ 

unfinished sentence)

 The example prompt – models choice of 

possible improvements, but asks if child 

has an idea of his/her own.

 A challenge prompt – a question that 

takes learning deeper by requiring 

reasoning, application or extension of an 

idea.



Four ways we could explore together

1. What is written and responded to



Four ways we could explore together

2. What (and how) is said to children

when they are engaging you in talk?

Use of dialogic talk strategies
 Examples from Titania page 36 and Samson page 45

Process feedback gets children into habit of 

explaining their success and failures in terms 

of strategy use. The more process talk 

happens – the more strategy will be being 

taught.
Peter Johnson

CAUTION!

Teacher: What stops you from learning? 

Y2 class: When you interrupt us! 



Four ways we could explore together

2. What (and how) is said to children when they are 

engaging you in talk?

“noticing” and causal-process statements

• I noticed that you... (not I liked the way 

you…)

• You did this...with this consequence

I noticed that you stopped at that word, 

looked closely at the graphemes and then 

reran the sentence. That helped you read 

accurately and with meaning. 



Four ways we could explore together

2. What (and how) is said to children when they are 

engaging you in talk?

“noticing” and causal-process statements

When you lined up the ones, tens and 

hundreds, you were adding digits of similar 

value. That gave you an accurate answer. 

When you added this dialogue, I really 

understood how the character felt. 

As you were writing, I noticed Alyssa go back 

and reread what she had written already. 

That’s what writers do!



Four ways we could explore together

2. What (and how) is said to children when they are 

engaging you in talk?

“noticing” and causal-process statements

I was doing 40 ÷ 10 and I had 

forgotten so I was using lots of 

dots between 10. Then I 

noticed it would be 

something x10 = 40 then I 

could do it quicker and I 

didn’t need the dots.



Four ways we could explore together

2. What (and how) is said to children when they are 

engaging you in talk?

Prompts that suggest new possibilities...  

• Have you thought about... 

• if you tried this...it might have that 

effect...

• Page 47 poetry example



Four ways we could explore together

3. What prompts are given to children by the teacher during 

their independent or group work?

KEY WORD MARKING:

A word/phrase written by adult next to work 

during lesson following verbal feedback 

given. Older children, could write a word to 

summarise the verbal feedback given. 

This is then used as a means to 

hold children to account for 

acting upon that feedback.



Four ways we could explore together

3. What prompts are given to children by the teacher 

during their independent or group work?

When teacher intervenes verbally with one child or a small group within 

lesson he/she simply writes a key word that children understand next to 

where verbal feedback is given. This helps:

 the child to remember what adult said and gives a focus for next 
part of lesson

 The child check whether they acted upon feedback given

 The teacher record interactions quickly and move on to other 
learners

 The teacher  look for evidence that this feedback was acted upon 
in mini-plenaries or after lesson.



Four ways we could explore together

4. Using gallery critique to enable children to comment both 

constructively and reflectively on each other’s work.

https://vimeo.com/38247060
https://vimeo.com/38247060


Four ways we could explore

Gallery Critique can be used during the draft/main process or as a summative 

task. This strategy has specific protocols to follow:

1. The work of the whole group displayed in a gallery style for a short time.

2. Children expected to first undertake a short silent viewing (making notes 

to reflect is also useful here).

3. Children make comments on the work – post-it notes are ideal.

4. Group discussion of what they noticed in particular, with debate and 

discussion encouraged – feedback to be kind and constructive.

5. Group discussion of what they liked – evaluating the work.

6. Teacher synthesises viewpoints and expresses their own; students make 

notes and reflect upon useful observations for making improvements.



And that’s it for content! Well done for 

getting to the end of the input.



Activity together: a toolkit for 

feedback

What next for us?  In triads, complete your visual 

learning tool as a summary of your 

learning.

What has been most useful or of 

interest to you today? 

Where are your areas of skill in 

giving and receiving feedback 

to/from children? 

What will you deliberately practice 

to add to your feedback toolkit?



Activity together: a toolkit for 

feedback

 The imperative of craftsmanship among Christ the Sower 

teachers means that we as teachers thoroughly master 

each tool in our repertoire and learn to deploy it with 

increasing practice for maximum impact on children’s 

learning. 

 This is not “trying a new idea” or “giving it a go” but 

committing yourself to mastering each technique and using 

it in the right way.


